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How to attract, motivate and retain 

employees on a global scale?  

SAP Partner Semos Cloud helped Sun Communities 

increase employee engagement 175%!

Many organizations have difficulty switching from a manual process to cloud automation, 

especially during times of massive growth. Sun Communities, Inc., a real estate investment 

trust that owns and operates over 350 manufactured housing communities and RV resorts 

across the U.S. and Canada, recently faced this exact problem. With a 500% headcount 

growth over the last five years, the company needed to automate processes to meet the 

needs of its growing workforce. The company found a perfect rewards and recognition 

solution from SAP partner Semos Cloud. 

https://www.suncommunities.com/


Challenges

• Needed a new peer-recognition system to use with existing employee-engagement processes 

• Needed to integrate with SAP SuccessFactors software currently in use

• Required a solution that could be implemented quickly and scale globally

Solution: JobPts

• Inspires achievements with automatic and peer-to-peer recognition and rewards

• Extends core HR modules, with single sign-on to SAP SuccessFactors

• Provides flexible adoption and implementation, cost-effectively

• Available on SAP App Center

Outcomes

• Increased employee engagement 175%

• Fast, easy implementation in 90 days

• Customized rewards and recognition program well-received by Sun Communities employees
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Industry

Real estate

Revenue

1.13 billion 

USD

Featured Solutions

• JobPts - Recognition and Rewards by Semos Cloud

• SAP SuccessFactors

• SAP Cloud Platform

• SAP HANA

Employees

2,800+

“We visited SAP App Center, and within a matter of minutes, found a product called JobPts

from SAP partner Semos. We were quickly able to read about product features, watch a video 

overview and within an hour, purchase the application online—all without any complicated 

sales processes. The whole experience was easy, efficient and allowed us to get up and 

running quickly."

Marc Farrugia, Vice President of Human Resources, Sun Communities, Inc. 

Discovering the right solution on SAP App Center Helped Sun 

Communities inspire employees with rewards and recognition.

https://www.sapappcenter.com/apps/3941/jobpts#!overview
https://www.suncommunities.com/
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